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This paper was written at the request of the Episcopal
Church’s national Task Force on Disciplinary Policy and
Procedure (Task Force on Title IV Revisions) during the fall of
2002.1 Its purpose is to serve as a catalyst for further
discussion of the theological grounds and rationale for
understanding the underlying purposes of disciplinary
canons, and in particular, addressing continuing concerns
about sexual abuse in the church and “keeping God’s people
safe.”2 The intent here is not to present the single, definitive
theological statement on this subject, but rather, to offer
some constructive theological and ethical “food for
thought” as our church, among many, moves toward deeper
formulations of our the theological foundations and
rationale for canon revision.
What is the ultimate purpose of disciplinary canons? In
my view, the canons of the church represent “law” in its
highest sense—as a God given expression of care for the
ordering of the church that is grounded not merely in
restraint of evil (as often is the case in secular law)3, but
focused on creating a community in which every member is
supported in living a life grounded in desire for God, and the
joy of being in harmony with the original goodness of God’s
creation. This is the church’s earthly vocation, and the
vocation of its ministers—who ultimately include all the
baptized, “lay persons, bishops, priests and deacons” (BCP, p. 855).
There is, as well, a distinctive vocation to serve within this
community, among those who hold ordained and other
professional leadership roles within the church’s earthly
organization: to “equip the saints for the work of ministry”
(Eph. 4:12), assisting each and every child of God to discern
more and more fully his or her own unique vocation from
God toward the living of God’s own Realm of peace, justice
and freedom, encapsulated in Jesus’ summary of the law: “You
shall love the Lord your God with all your heart, and with
all your soul, and with all your mind.’ This is the greatest
and first commandment. And a second is like it: You shall love
your neighbor as yourself.’ On these two commandments
hang all the law and the prophets” (Matt. 22:37-40; also in Mk.
12:28-34, Lk. 10:25-28).
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Perhaps in an ideal world, there would be no need for
canons at all. Yet the church, like all earthly, human
institutions, participates in the paradox of God’s Realm: the
mystery of the already-not yet character of God’s final
redemption of the world. Jesus came to proclaim that God’s
Realm of peace and justice is already here, now, and it is up to
us to live daily into that already given reality, which exists
now in kairos time, God’s time-in-eternity; yet the fallenness of
creation persists in the daily tick-tock chronos time of our
creaturely existence. Thus the church both participates in
the Church Eternal in which all human community is
perfected and made at one with one another and with God;
and at the same time is an earthly creature.
This duality mirrors the mystery of Christ’s own
incarnation, at once divine and human. The church, as the
Body of Christ in the world, is at once divinely ordained,
and bound by earthly limitations. The canons, and in
particular those canons that govern the relations among
persons in community including matters of professional4
conduct and accountability, at their best serve as a bridge
between these two dialectical poles of the church’s earthly
existence. Canons are thus both an expression of God’s
gracious gift of law to aid human persons in governance
that is loving, merciful and just: “Oh, how I love your law! It
is my meditation all day long” (Ps. 119:97)—and also an
expression of the just and peaceful vision of the Church
Eternal toward which the church on earth aspires and
awaits in the final day of God’s coming.5
As this gift of God, the canons participate in a vision of
just and peaceful relationality that dwells at the heart of
the church’s Trinitarian faith. In the words of the “Virginia
Report” of 1997 by the Inter-Anglican Theological and
Doctrinal Commission in response to a call from the Lambeth
Conference of 1988: 6

…The unity of the Anglican Communion derives from
the unity given in the triune God, whose inner personal
and relational nature is communion. This is our center.
This mystery of God’s life calls us to communion in
visible form. This is why the Church is called again and
again to review and reform the structures of its life
together so that they nurture and enable the life of
communion in God and serve God’s mission in the world.

In practice, this means that the canons must be
congruent with the church’s moral theology.7 As

Episcopalians and members of the Anglican Communion, the
church’s moral consensus is not derived only from
magisterial authority, and is not implemented through a topdown hierarchy. We draw, rather, on the oft-cited “tricycle”
of scripture, tradition, and reason/experience, which had its
classical 16th-century articulation at the time of the
Elizabethan Settlement in the writings of Richard Hooker,
and has been a continuing theme in the works of other
Anglican divines throughout the centuries.8
Scripture (the large wheel of the tricycle), as in all
Protestant traditions, is primary. Rich in general guidelines
for Christian community and the moral life of the baptized,
Scripture grounds the community of faith both in Christ’s
teachings, rooted in turn in the Jewish commandment of
love of God and neighbor, and in the example of Christ’s own
kenosis, his freely self-giving love (Phil. 2:6-7). Scripture provides
general rubrics for the conduct of Christian community as
well, especially in the Epistles, e.g. to seek the fruits of the
Spirit: love, joy, peace, patience, kindness, goodness,
faithfulness, gentleness, and self control (Gal. 5:22-23).
Scripture is often mute or contradictory, however,
when it comes to the specific ways in which particular
communities bound by their own chronological, cultural,
racial, ethnic, and other aspects of social location, work
out the time and context bound problems and conflicts
that arise in the course of living out their particular
vocations. Canons, therefore, must also draw on both
tradition and God-given reason and experience to interpret
Scripture contextually for the sake of the church’s sense of
vocation in its own unique time and social location.
Tradition is embodied in the history of the church
catholic, and the deposit of canon and interpretation that
has come down to us through time. The explicit recognition
of the importance of culture and context as a dimension of
both tradition and reason has emerged in the discourse of
Anglican churches worldwide especially in recent decades:
“Anglicanism sees reason in the sense of the ‘mind’ of the
culture in which the Church lives and the Gospel is
proclaimed, as a legitimate and necessary instrument for the
interpretation of God’s message in the Scriptures.”9
Reason, valued in Anglicanism following the long
tradition of natural law back to Aristotle and through
the Thomist Catholic tradition, is the God-given human
ability to interpret and make moral decisions—not only

based on rational thought, but also sense, feeling, and
experience. In Hooker’s words:10

Whatsoever either men on earth, or the Angels of
heaven do know, it is as a drop of that unemptiable
fountaine of wisdom, which wisdom hath diversely
imparted her treasures unto the world. As her waies are
of sundry , so her maner of teaching is not merely one
and the same. Some things she openeth by the sacred
bookes of Scripture; some things by the glorious works
of nature: with some things she inspireth them from
above by spirituall influence, in some thinges she leadeth
and trayneth them onely by worldly experience and
practise. We may not so in any one speciall ind admire
her that we disgrace her in any other, but let all her
wayes be according unto their place and degree adored.

Reason and experience also need not be narrowly
defined as drawing only on theological discourse narrowly
defined as such, but may draw equally and be informed in a
mutual dialogical relationship with the secular disciplines of
sociology, psychology, law, medicine, and others, in a
relationship of “critical correlation.”11 In fact, following
Hooker, Anglicans in our incarnational approach find that
the Holy Spirit can speak to us freely through the signs and
practices of our embodied contemporary world, and the best
recorded wisdom of thoughtful people from a variety of
traditions, cultures, and disciplines. “The Word of God is
addressed to the Church as it is part of the world…”12
The following therefore assumes that canon law is not
a static body of legislation and ecclesiastical jurisprudence
which is changed in order to “perfect” it, but, rather, a living,
breathing, dynamic document that represents the best
wisdom of God’s people in a particular time and place, “leges
ecclesiae semper reformandae,”13 even as the church on earth is
semper reformanda. As Hooker asserted, Christ has not
forbidden change: “Christ hath not deprived his church so
far of all liberty in making orders and laws for itself…”14
To summarize, then, if the canons are to be understood
as an incarnational, dynamic gift of God, they may even
further be understood sacramentally, as a means of grace by
which the visible church is given the power to order its
common life for holy purpose—to promote human
communion that reflects as closely as is humanly possible the
unity and relationality of God.
What form of governance, and in particular,
ecclesiastical discipline, then, does our present time and

context call forth from us, as the Protestant Episcopal
Church in America in the first decade of the 21st century?
Different eras in church history have focused on different
aspects of ecclesiology and clerical conduct. Most recently,
much of the focus has been on uncovering formerly hidden
practices surrounding clergy sexual misconduct, on disputes
over human sexuality more generally, and concerns about
the boundaries of intra-Anglican church collegiality and
intrusions between ecclesiastical jurisdictions. In addition,
financial misconduct, other forms of abuse of authority,
and refusals of local Episcopal oversight have harmed the
church’s trust and unity.15
In particular, our North American experience in just the
last decade has included a growing, painful awareness of
sexual abuse and exploitation in the home, in public
institutions, and in the church. Sexual misconduct,
including sexual harassment, abuse, and exploitation, have
been identified in recent years as constituting a serious
problem affecting the integrity of the ministry, and the
capacity of the church to be a safe and just place for all
people. Research studies have estimated that up to 20% or
more of clergy have violated sexual boundaries with
parishioners (a higher percentage than any other
professional group).16 This problem, once cloaked in secrecy, is
now being addressed in healthy ways by our church
denominations and by individuals and groups within the
church who are committed to promoting positive
professional sexual ethics and models of self-care, boundaries
and wellness among church workers. However, while
important strides have been made to address this issue, serious
problems persist, as demonstrated by the recent vividly painful
disclosures of the Roman Catholic Church, and continuing
devastating cases of misconduct in our own communion.
The ultimate goal of the canons in such a context, it
seems to me, must be directed toward the restoration of
right relation in community, through truth telling, healing
of the wounds in this part of the Body of Christ, and
reconciliation—not in the sense of cheap or premature
forgiveness, but in the sense of the whole community, the
whole church.17 It is important to note that such
reconciliation is not an end-in-itself. The goal of
reconciliation is not solipsistic, but missional. As I have
written in The Cry of Tamar, to “reconcile” translates the
Greek words apokatallatto, katallasso/katallage, and
diallattomai, all of which mean a thorough change: “To be

reconciled is to be changed through and through. This is
the precise meaning of the passage in Paul’s second letter to
the church in Corinth, entreating Christians to be
ambassadors for Christ’s reconciling love for the world, and
themselves to be reconciled to God (2 Cor. 5:18-19). It is in this
sense of thoroughgoing change that Paul promises unity
and peace between Jew and Greek (Eph. 2:14-16), humanity and
God (Rom 5:10; Col. 1:19-23). We are called by the gospel to
restore right relation,18 not just between individual men and
women, and not in the sense of premature or cheap
forgiveness, but in the sense of the whole community, the
whole church. We are called by baptism to be re-concilers,
that is, restorers of the concilium—the whole community of
God, called and blessed as God’s children, and equally
precious in God’s sight.”19 This, then, empowers the church in
turn for its mission—to proclaim and live out the Good
News of justice, peace, and reconciliation in the wider world.
How do we do this? I would propose that, if the canons
are to provide us with a bridge between the needs of the
earthly church for healing and justice, and the vision of the
Church Eternal to live into the re-establishment of right
relation that is finally the Realm of God, they must then
address at least four areas of both moral theology (vision)
and ecclesiastical polity (praxis): 1) safety; 2) truth-telling; 3)
healing; and 4) reconciliation.
1. Safety
In all areas of discipline, the most fundamental
ethical/theological principle is one of safety. In secular
ethics, particularly the ethics of allied helping and healing
professions, this is made plain in the classical dictum: Primum
non nocere—first do no harm. But in the church, again, we
are guided not only by the negative avoidance of evil, but
the positive vocation to love and justice. In our Baptismal
Covenant, we are called to “seek and serve Christ in all
persons, loving our neighbor as ourselves,” and to “strive for
justice and peace among all people, and respect the dignity
and freedom of every human being” (BCP, p. 305). Safety within
the church, paradoxically, is the necessary pre-condition for
the missional goal of taking risks for the Gospel. Risks taken
for the sake of the Gospel are never imposed or coerced.
Safety within the Body of Christ is what nurtures and
empowers Christians to take up the cross, not submitting
passively to involuntary suffering, but having the courage

to confront evil and injustice as they encounter it in both
the church and the wider world.20
Sanctuary is at the heart of Christian ecclesiological
tradition: “Throughout history, the Church has been
understood to be a ‘sanctuary,’ a place of safety for all who
enter. This has been profoundly demonstrated in times of
strife, war, plague, tragedy, oppression, and chaos. The Church
with all its ministers is both sign and symbol of the Divine
Reality of Christ’s compassion and justice.”21
This raises an important definitional question: who

constitute the ministers of the church, who, for the purpose
of canon law are accountable to canonical discipline? As

stated above, our catechism makes explicit that the ministers
of the church are comprised of all the baptized, “lay persons,
bishops, priests and deacons,” with the laity in first place (BCP
p. 855). While Paul makes it clear that there is a variety of gifts
and forms of service which are all interdependent in the
Body of Christ (Rom. 12:3-8; I Cor. 12:4-11, 27-31), there is an overarching call to right relation that is incumbent upon all
baptized Christians as the “priesthood of all believers.” The
canons should offer a process that recognizes the
responsibilities and accountability of the ministry of the
baptized in our relations with one another at all levels of
the church’s earthly organization (in practical terms,
encompassing both “paid” and “volunteer” workers). This means
guidelines not only for ethical, non-exploitative behavior by
all Christians toward those whom we serve in our
communities (again, the negative imperative), but for the
faithful living out of our baptismal call to love and justice,
and means to call one another to account when we fall
short. In the words of the Diocese of Virginia, “Christians
have a high calling. Christ invites and empowers us to live
out our lives in the love he shows us. Our identity as
Christians is both gift and demand. Promised fullness of life,
we are called to the self-giving of the cross, to faithfulness,
compassion and justice. Our faith is framed between
acknowledgement of our arrogance, sinfulness and
brokenness, and commitment to the renewal of human life
through dying to self. That renewal encompasses ‘the healing,
wholeness and liberation promised by God’s grace to every
facet of human life’ which is the task of ministry.”22
While ordained clergy are not to be understood, then,
as having a “higher” calling, they have historically been
understood as “set apart” for specialized service to the
church and the world. This is true across a spectrum of

understandings of ordination within the Anglican
tradition, from the more Catholic or sacramental
understanding of ordination as an “indelible mark” (Hooker’s
view23) or ontological status, to the more Protestant or
functional understanding of ordination as a vocation or
profession with a unique authority and status within the
church.24 This is equally true across the spectrum of
ordained ministries of deacons, priests, and bishops, and
therefore the canons should reflect a parallelism in
disciplinary processes among all three Holy Orders.
Ordained clergy in all three Holy Orders are called to
particular forms of equipping ministry, whether service
(diakonia), sacramental leadership (presbyteros), or oversight
(episkope). Such ministry is set apart always for the sake of
others, by preaching the Word, administering the Sacraments
“to equip the saints for the work of ministry, for building up
the body of Christ”(Eph. 4:12) This vowed responsibility creates
an asymmetry of power and authority that is at once both
spiritual and temporal in the involvement of clergy with the
lives of those whom they serve (both in the church and the
wider community).25 In both biblical and traditional sources,
this asymmetry has been recognized in the form of a
particular responsibility, as stated in the ordinal of the 1979
BCP, “to do your best to pattern your life in accordance
with the teachings of Christ, so that you may be a
wholesome example to your people”(BCP p. 532), and that
candidates for both the diaconate and the priesthood must
be certified before ordination as having a “manner of
life…suitable to the exercise of this ministry”(BCP pp. 526, 538).26
In the words of the pastoral epistles: “Train yourself in
godliness, for while physical training is of some value,
godliness is valuable in every way…”(2 Timothy 3:7b-8a).
2. Truth-telling

“For nothing is hidden that will not be disclosed, nor is
anything secret that will not become known and come to
light. Then pay attention to how you listen” (Luke 8:17-18a). The
canons should offer an ecclesiastical process that creates a
safe space for disclosure of the truth, and strives to
eliminate a climate of toxic secrecy and shame, for victims in
cases of personal harm, and for those accused of offending,
alike. Such processes should not threaten victims with retraumatization by forcing disclosures for which they are
not sufficiently healed or encounters with (alleged or
admitted) offenders. Similarly, processes should not confuse

assignment of responsibility with shaming offenders. In the
words of one policy from another communion, “A church
that balances the needs of individuals with the comfort and
admonition of a caring community will be in a better
position to exercise discipline without harshness or
resentment. The sharing of burdens and failures can be such a
regular part of church life that correction and comfort
from others will be expected. The speaking of truth in a spirit
of love and self-control helps build a climate that counters
the worldly practice of concealment and defense. If a
congregation (church body/structure) is accustomed to
confrontation alongside forgiveness and acceptance, the
secular practices of concealment and contempt will be given
up.”27
Another perhaps more distinctly Anglican way of
thinking about this truth telling might be to connect it
sacramentally to the Eucharist, as anamnesis. The central
feature of the Eucharist itself is the anamnesis, the recalling
of God’s saving acts in history and in the lives of believer. In
the words of Marion Hatchett, “Anamnesis is the antithesis of
amnesia. A person with amnesia has lost identity and purpose.
To know who you are, to whom you belong, and where you
are headed, you must remember.”28 Especially in situations of
trauma, the importance of remembering and telling are
crucial for healing of both individuals and communities. The
participation of the community as witnesses to the truth is a
crucial element in healing and justice. As Elie Wiesel has
written, “Let us remember: What hurts the victim most is not
the cruelty of the oppressor, but the silence of the
bystander.”29 Those not directly involved in the traumatic
events have an equally important role to play in the work
of truth-telling and remembering The Greek word for witness
is martys, martyr. The work of faithful listening and
witnessing is, indeed, wrenching and sacrificial. The canons
must continue to offer a process to support the community’s
willingness to know painful truths in the face of prevailing
cultural denial.30
Given the continued prevailing disbelief about abuse
(which has not suddenly gone away in the wake of two
decades of disclosures) and the natural tendency toward
minimization and denial,31 the church must not retrench on
mechanisms designed to maximize and protect a fair hearing
of the most vulnerable, i.e., as in the “reasonable woman
standard” established in secular law,32 those alleging abuse,
and more generally, the laity, women, persons of color, and

children, and other groups who have experienced systematic
and institutional oppression both in the secular society and
in the church.33 Grounded in Christ’s own teachings that the
last shall be first, the canons need to reflect a “preferential
option” for the vulnerable, in order to apply the necessary
counter-cultural strength needed to resist the prevailing
preferential option in society for those traditionally
endowed with institutional power and cultural privilege.
This does not mean denial of due process, but does call for
preserving canonical safeguards and protections that take
into consideration the courage required for victims to
come forward with complaints, their fear of disbelief,
ostracism, retaliation, even spiritual harm34, and the
prevailing societal tendency toward denial.
Processes should also be refined in order to…
a) assist those who (in a very small minority of painful
cases)35 are falsely accused in being restored to their
community without stigma, and
b) assist those against whom complaints are founded to
own their responsibility for the impact of their
behaviors and to take appropriate steps toward both
healing and restitution. Canons should offer
mechanisms by which the church can rightfully
enforce appropriate consequences aimed toward the
protection of potential future victims and the safety
of the community, without shaming the offender or
implying a level of personal or spiritual condemnation
that is not within the purview of humanity to impose.
Existing canons have too often focused only on
individual clergy and complainants, however. Canons should
further offer a process by which the full community also
takes responsibility for systemic sources of abuse, and in
specific instances, for corporate responsibility via silence, or
even unwitting collusion, with abusive dynamics, patterns,
and behaviors on the part of clergy and other church
leaders. While confidentiality and safety must take first
precedence, the effort of any ecclesiastical process should
always be to help safely move all affected parties—not only
victims and offenders, but secondary victims such as family
members, friends, and ultimately the whole congregation and
wider community—toward greater transparency, honesty,
and as appropriate, ownership of responsibility for the next
steps toward healing and restoration of trust, justice and
safety.

This greater accountability of the wider community
may further be understood as a call to every ecclesiastical
level, from national church, to province, to diocese, to
local parish and mission. In the words of Roman Paur,
churches must confront an underlying “ecclesial culture of
abuse: The fundamental challenge of religious leaders across
faith systems is to examine how abuse of power through the
sexual misconduct of clerics is reinforced by their
interpretive documents and traditions. Such an examination
is formidable because it goes to the core of structural and
institutional identity as evolved over time, claims on
originating sources, understanding of ordained and lay
leadership, and mandates of mission and purpose.”36
3. Healing
The word healing corresponds with the Teutonic root
word haelen/helen, linking it with “health” and “wholeness.”
The Latin parallel is salvare, from which we get both “salve”
and “salvation.” Thus, healing and salvation belong
together.37 For most Anglicans, salvation is ultimately
understood as the reconciliation between humanity and
God, a healing or re-whole-ing of humanity’s original
turning away from the inherent desire for God. Sin is
therefore understood most deeply as a condition of
alienation,38 of separation, or isolation, both from God and
from others in creation. For Hooker, participation was a
central theological theme.39 Baptism is the sacrament of
incorporation into the Body of Christ, the initiation into
full participation which is then renewed in the sacrament of
Holy Communion. The “Real Presence” of Christ in the
Eucharist was not for Hooker a technical change in the
elements of bread and wine themselves, but rather, the
transforming presence of Christ in the hearts of the believers
who receive them, through “our participation of his body
and blood”40—echoing Cranmer’s eucharistic prayer, “that we
may be made one body with him, that he may dwell in us, and
we in him” (BCP 336).41
While only God can bring about the ultimate salvation
of reconciliation between humanity and God’s own self, the
church through its long tradition of “cure of souls” has
worked in more humble ways toward healing and wholeness
for individuals within their particular communities. The
traditional functions of pastoral care have always
involved healing, sustaining, guiding, and reconciling,42 and
more recently have also been understood to include

nurturing, empowering, and liberating.43 If sin is the ultimate
condition of alienation, then human illness, injury and
hunger may also be understood not merely as wounds to be
physically treated, or problems to be fixed, but rather as
manifestations of alienation and isolation to be healed, i.e.,
“re-wholed.” Examples in the Gospels of Jesus’ own healing
ministry frequently addressed not only an individual’s need
for physical healing, but restored that person to community.
The healing that is facilitated through canonical
processes will not, and possibly should not, take away the
realities of pain and injury. But the memory and experience of
that injury can be transformed, by God’s grace, through
processes that both honor the truth, and restore wounded
individuals to community. Episcopal ethicist David H. Smith
has written, “The salvation that is made possible by the
incarnation does not fundamentally consist of bringing
suffering to an end. Rather, salvation involves God’s
participation in suffering, to establish community between
suffering humankind and himself. Salvation does not mean an
end to suffering; it means an end to isolated suffering.”44
Perhaps paradoxically, experience has shown that those
ecclesiastical processes that do not rush to cover over
truth or prematurely seek an end to pain, usually result—
over time—in more lasting and profound healing from pain
and suffering for all involved. The truth-telling involved is
also, in and of itself, one crucial dimension of justice. Truthtelling, healing and reconciliation are all intimately
intertwined with justice.
Some might want to argue for a separate category at
this point, entitled “Justice.” While I agree with others who
have written extensively on the healing of the trauma of
exploitation and misconduct by church leaders, that there
can be no complete healing without justice,45 I have also
come to believe that there is a false dichotomy between the
two. This begins with the error of separating God’s own love
from God’s judgment. God’s judgment is a loving word. As
Phillip Bennett has written, “How can we reconcile God’s love
with God’s judgment? The most satisfying answer I have found
is that God’s judgment is God’s love, in its penetrating,
unremitting power. God’s judgment is never divorced from
God’s love; it is not some angry part of God which is split off
from God’s mercy and gentleness. Instead, God’s judgment is
the way we experience pure and constant love which sees and
knows us to our core…our layers of self-deception and

avoidance of intimacy must be unwound until love can
touch us to our core.”46
While all judgment ultimately belongs to God, the
church’s discipline should be a mirror of that all-knowing,
all-compassionate loving judgment of God. The healing
functions of pastoral care have often been considered
incompatible with justice. However, we are enjoined to do
both together: “What does the Lord require of you but to
do justice, and to love kindness, and to walk humbly with
your God?” (Mic. 6:8). The canons offer an opportunity to
effect both in a process that integrates healing mercy with
appropriate discipline. The canons should facilitate a process
in which the very process of truth telling itself, this
anamnesis, is so safely and compassionately facilitated that it
has the potential to bring all parties alike to their knees, not
in shame, but in awe of the mystery of being so truly and
deeply known. In such a process, consequences and
responsibility may come to be experienced by offenders not as
punishment, but as part of the healing process itself, a means
by which those who have caused injury can begin a process
of repentance in its true sense, re-turning to align oneself
again with God’s will. Note that this is not the same as
relieving offenders of consequences for past behavior, nor
does it assume reinstatement to the office and practice of
ordained ministry, because the safety of the whole
community must take priority over the privilege of clergy.
But this orientation to discipline as healing recognizes the
intrinsic human worth and dignity of all participants in any
ecclesiastical process, including those who have caused
great harm.
Much has already been written and need not be
duplicated here about the specific ways in which healing can
best be effected for victims, offenders, family members, and
congregations, particularly in cases of sexual and/or
financial misconduct where clergy misconduct has caused
personal injury.47 The canons should continue to make these
distinctions. In brief: victims require intensive healing in the
realm of treatment for post-traumatic stress. Offenders
require long-term healing to address issues of narcissistic
wounding, together with appropriate containment. Family
members of both victims and offenders often require
assistance in the form of family therapy. The community also
requires healing in the form of traumatic debriefing and the
normalization of a wide variety of reactions and feelings. In
every case, “It is absolutely necessary for discipline to be seen

as a part of pastoral care. Discipline and consolation,
reformation and reconciliation, fellowship and guidance
are all part of the practice of discipline. It is difficult to
bring all these elements to bear upon the case of a problem
individual, but it is also clear that we have a greater problem
when any of these elements are missing.”48
4. Reconciliation
The final purpose of the canons is to establish processes
by which conditions are created in which God can bring
about reconciliation in the wounded community, so that
the church is freed and strengthened for mission in the
world. I am defining “reconciliation” in the biblical sense of
thoroughgoing change or transformation described above.
The marks of such reconciliation would include a felt sense
of restoration of safety, trust, and justice—all precursors
to a communal praxis of agapic love that is “unstuck,”
spontaneous, free and fruitful. Reconciliation is, ultimately,
the work of the Holy Spirit, not the earthly church or its
agents. However, in the sense described above in which canons
offer a bridge between the earthly church and the Church
Eternal, the canons can help facilitate the conditions in
which this work of the Spirit can occur.
Furthermore, reconciliation must be understood a
process, not an event. The canons can offer a spacious
process in which the ongoing support for both healing and
ownership of responsibility can be given the time they need,
with enough flexibility to recognize that timelines for
healing will vary from individual to individual, parish to
parish, and diocese to diocese.
The ultimate goal of reconciliation and restoration
of the community is not an end in itself, and does not stop
at the goal of attempting to satisfy immediately affected
individuals or groups, but is finally always directed toward
the restoration of mission. Mission is disabled by fractures in
trust and safety. Reconciliation is not only meant to
reinstate good feeling among believers, although this is a
welcome outcome. In its fullest sense, reconciliation,
transformation, enables the community to move again from
a preoccupation with internal concerns to an outward
focus, even evangelism, bringing once again the good news
(evangelio) of God’s undying compassion, passionate mercy,
love and justice to the rest of the world.
Conclusion

Finally, all canons must be grounded in an imago Dei.49
The canons of the church help us in our earthly pilgrimage
to create right relation. Right relation depends not solely
upon rules for behavior, or categories of virtues that can
enhance civility (as in secular ethics), but more
fundamentally upon an understanding of our identity as
children of God—to know who we are, as human beings
created in the image and likeness of God. I believe a
Trinitarian understanding of God is most helpful in
underpinning all our relational practices,50 including those
guided by canonical process, because in the Trinity, we
comprehend God as Being-in-Relation in God’s own essence.
Taking the Rublev icon of the Trinity as her exemplar,
Elizabeth Johnson has written about a trinitarian image of
God as fluid, multiple, and profoundly relational. Johnson
finds support for this idea in Aquinas: “…relation really
existing in God is really the same as His essence, and only
differs in intelligibility. In God relation and essence do not
differ from each other but are one in the same.”51
Quoting Catherine LaCugna, “To be God is to-berelationally.”52 Johnson concludes with the following
Johannine-inspired statement, which perhaps offers us a
summary of the theology that should undergird all efforts
at canonical revision: “At its most basic the symbol of the
Trinity evokes a livingness in God, a dynamic coming and
going with the world that points to an inner divine
circling around in unimaginable relation. God’s relatedness
to the world in creating, redeeming, and renewing activity
suggests to the Christian mind that God’s own being is
somehow similarly differentiated. Not an isolated, static,
ruling monarch but a relational, dynamic, tripersonal
mystery of love—who would not opt for the latter?”53
Canons, like all human products, are not infallible. I
have hoped to show in this paper that they are, nevertheless,
gifts of grace from God, and though we have them “in
earthen vessels,” we are called to continue to discern how
God would ask us to shape them anew for our own time and
context. If we are faithful in our discernment, our canon
revisions may indeed help us to approximate more closely in
our church on earth that Realm of human community
which is God’s perichoresis, the divine relational dance of
peace and justice, safety and freedom for all people, now, and
until the Time to come.
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In her paper “Some Thoughts Toward Canon Revision: Canons as Gift
of Grace and Dance of Love,” Dr. Pamela Cooper-White poses the question,
“who constitute the ministers of the church, who, for the purpose of
canon law are accountable to canonical discipline?” Acknowledging
that the ministers of the church comprise all the baptized, she concludes
that “the canons should offer a process that recognizes the
responsibilities and accountability of the ministry of the baptized in our
relations with one another at all levels of the church’s earthly
organization (in practical terms, encompassing both ‘paid’ and ‘volunteer’
workers).”
The prospect that revision of the church’s disciplinary canons may
result in an expansion of the scope of those who are subject to them,
particularly extension to the laity or certain segments of it, raises the
question of from whence the authority to exercise such discipline
derives. What follows is one answer to that question, an amplification
on Dr. Cooper-White’s suggestion that the reach of the church’s
disciplinary process should be extended beyond merely the ordained, and
a conclusion that the success of any revision to the disciplinary canons
will depend upon a shift away from canons that uphold legal values
toward canons that uphold pastoral values. The premise offered here is
that there awaits to be rediscovered, revitalized and renewed concepts
of ecclesiastical discipline informed by pastoral values which have always
been expressed in Anglican tradition.
A. Sources of Accountability to Discipline
The disciplinary canons of the Episcopal Church are set forth in
Title IV of the church’s canons. The disciplinary provisions of Title IV apply
exclusively to the ordained. The core substance of Title IV is derived from
the second paragraph of Article XXVI of the Articles of Religion. The
primary purpose of Article XXVI, first issued in 1553 by the Church of
England, was to reject the Anabaptist view that the efficacy of ministry
necessarily depends upon the good personal character of the clergy and
that the ministry of “evil ministers” is ineffective. It is the first paragraph
of Article XXVI that deals with this erroneous belief. The article
concludes with a second paragraph that states, almost as an aside, the
authority of the church to deal with “evil ministers”:
Nevertheless, it appertaineth to the discipline of the Church, that
inquiry be made of evil Ministers, and that they be accused by those
that have knowledge of their offences; and finally, being found
guilty, by just judgment be deposed.
Four concepts are expressed in the second paragraph of Article
XXVI. The first is that of calling to account: offending clergy are to be
“accused by those that have knowledge of their offences.” The second is
that of investigation, “that inquiry be made of evil Ministers.” The third is
that of a fair process (“being found guilty, by just judgment”) which

results in findings and does justice. The fourth concept is that of
consequences, such that offending clergy be deposed. These four
concepts are for the most part identifiable in Title IV, which provides
means for accusation, investigation, fair process and consequences.
The second paragraph of Article XXVI has been the law of the
church from the earliest times, and it together with the very right of
the church to make rules and regulations for its own members is said to
derive from Christ’s delegation to the apostles the authority to bind and
loose, to declare forbidden and declare allowed. Article XXVI and its
implementing canons, Title IV, are in furtherance of the church’s inherent
authority to make “such rules as will further its purpose as an
institution for the help of men [sic] in their following of our Lord, and
which will prevent anything creeping into its life that may hinder it
from performing its proper functions.”
Ultimately, however, the church’s authority to discipline the
ordained derives from the intentional, voluntary submission to that
authority by the ordained. In ordination, the ordinand submits to
particular accountability. The ordinand declares, with the people as
witnesses, his acceptance of and commitment to the trust and
responsibility especially reposed in those in holy orders. The ordinand
promises to give obedience to his bishop, to provide a wholesome example
to the people, and to be loyal to the doctrine, discipline and worship of
the church. The people, in turn, pledge to uphold and support the
ordinand in these commitments and promises. Thus, Article XXVI is better
understood as an historical statement of the church’s authority to
discipline the ordained than as the source for that authority. Instead, it
is this voluntary, intentional undertaking of the ordinand that is the
source of the ordinand’s accountability to discipline: the priest is subject
to the church’s authority to discipline because the priest has made it so.
Likewise, the people, the community, in committing to support and
uphold the ordinand, necessarily undertake to call the ordinand to
account when he falls short of his ordination promises. It is this calling
to account by the community to which Article XXVI refers when it
provides that offenders are to be “accused by those that have knowledge
of their offences.” One commentator has framed this calling to account
in terms of duty:
It is the duty of Christ’s faithful people,—a solemn duty which they
owe to themselves, and to Christ’s holy Church, of which they are
members, and with no private feelings should be allowed to
interfere,—to see that the evil conduct of their Ministers, if such
come to their knowledge, be brought before those, who have
authority in the Church to enquire into, and to inflict the due
punishment of, such misconduct.
Where any in the community fail to call the ordinand to account, they
fail in their commitment to uphold the ordinand in her ministry. For this
failure, such of those in the community should be equally accountable
to the rest of the community, for all of the people, the entire ecclesia,
have made themselves accountable to one another in baptism.
Just as in ordination the ordinand undertakes a particular kind
of accountability, so in baptism (and more maturely in confirmation) do
the lay baptized voluntarily and intentionally enter into a covenant,
with the people as witnesses. The baptismal covenant consists of five

promises that are remarkably similar to the promises made by the ordinand
at ordination. The first is to be loyal in worship and to the teaching of
the church. The second is to always repent and to always return to the
Lord. The third is to proclaim the gospel by word and example. The fourth
is to seek and serve Christ in all persons and to love all persons. The fifth
is to work for justice and peace among all people, respecting the dignity
of every human being. As in the ordinal, the people who witness the
baptismal covenant commit to support and uphold the baptized. The
parties to the baptismal covenant thus are not merely God and
candidate, but instead God, candidate and community—indeed, God,
candidate, community and, at least as third-party beneficiaries, every
human being.
There is nothing private about the baptismal covenant; it is a very
public undertaking and, as such, carries with it accountability to the
people, the community, the ecclesia, in the breach. Each member of the
ecclesia, whether ordained or lay, is thus answerable to every other for
the faithful living out of the baptismal covenant, regardless of whether
that covenant has been expanded through ordination, and each member
likewise carries the responsibility to uphold every other in their own
commitments, all in a seamless circle of Christian duty and
accountability.
If, then, as Dr. Cooper-White asserts, the goal of the canons in this
context is the restoration of right relation in community, then it
follows that the disciplinary reach of the canons ought not be limited
to the ordained. This is not the radical idea that it may seem.
B. The Disciplinary Rubrics
While the present manifestation of the principles of Article XXVI in
the form of Title IV addresses offenses by the ordained, the same principles
are made applicable to the laity through another canon that implements
the prayer book’s disciplinary rubrics. The disciplinary rubrics, which
appear in the “Additional Directions” section of the liturgy for the Holy
Eucharist, provide:
If the priest knows that a person who is living a notoriously evil
life intends to come to Communion, the priest shall speak to that
person privately, and tell him that he may not come to the Holy
Table until he has given clear proof of repentance and amendment
of life.
The priest shall follow the same procedure with those who have
done wrong to their neighbors and are a scandal to other
members of the congregation, not allowing such persons to
receive Communion until they have made restitution for the
wrong they have done, or at least have promised to do so.
When the priest sees that there is hatred between members of the
congregation, he shall speak privately to each of them, telling
them they may not receive Communion until they have forgiven
each other. And if the person or persons on one side truly forgive
the others and desire and promise to make up for their faults, but
those on the other side refuse to forgive, the priest shall allow

those who are penitent to come to Communion, but not those
who are stubborn.
In all such cases, the priest is required to notify the bishop, within
fourteen days at the most, giving the reasons for refusing
Communion. The disciplinary rubric canon is thus consistent with
Article XXVI’s substantive principles of reporting, investigation, fair
process and consequences. (Why it is necessary for discipline of the
ordained to comprise half of the body of canons of the Episcopal
Church, while the weightier concern of excommunication is
addressed in a single canon, is left for another discussion.)
The substance of the disciplinary rubrics is incorporated
into the Exhortations in the 1662, 1928 and 1979 prayer books, the
purpose of which is to admonish the people to prepare themselves to
receive the sacrament. While in the 1979 book, the disciplinary rubrics
have been relegated to the “Additional Directions” appendix to the
Eucharist liturgy, in the 1549 and 1552 books and in the first
American book, the disciplinary rubrics appear at the very beginning
of the communion service—as the first thing—a sort of condition
precedent to going any further. The current catechism confirms
that a requirement for coming to the Eucharist is that the
communicant “be in love and charity with all people.”
The point here is the recognition that the church has
always expected faithfulness to promises made in the Christian
community and has always provided means, both in the tradition
of the prayer book and in canon law, for discipline of those
members of the community, whether ordained or lay, who in some
way gravely breach any of those promises. It is thus entirely
appropriate that the church should approach this recognition
afresh in the context of revision of the disciplinary canons. This is
all the more so in light of contemporary understanding of who
the church’s ministers are—lay persons, bishops, priests and
deacons—which is far broader than the understanding held at the
time of the issuance of Article XXVI, on which the present
disciplinary canons are based.
C. Incorporation of Pastoral Values into Canon Revision
The present Title IV, which implements Article XXVI and applies
only to the ordained, incorporates Article XXVI’s four concepts of
calling to account, investigation, fair process and consequences.
Title I.17.6, which implements the disciplinary rubrics and applies only
to lay persons, similarly invokes “such principles of law and equity
as will ensure an impartial investigation and judgment ... and which
shall also specify the steps required for readmission to Holy
Communion.” Thus, Title IV and Title I.17.6 mirror each other in basic
concept. However, Title I.17.6 has the great advantage in its
implementation of being informed by the pastoral values expressed
in the disciplinary rubrics and in the Exhortation. The disciplinary
rubrics and Exhortation speak of repentance, amendment of life,
restitution, forgiveness and reconciliation. These values are
necessarily imported into the application of Title I.17.6 and should
provide the context in which “the steps required for readmission to

Holy Communion” are discerned. Repentance, amendment of life,
restitution, forgiveness and reconciliation are precisely the values
which serve the goal of the canons stated by Dr. Cooper-White, to
restore right relation in community. If such is the goal of the
disciplinary canons, and if these pastoral values serve that goal,
then it follows that these pastoral values should permeate the
disciplinary canons.
Dr. Cooper-White makes several references to Roman Catholic
canon lawyer Ladislas Örsy for the proposition that the canons
should be grounded first in theology. Working from this point of
departure, Örsy suggests a four-part critical method for
interpretation of canons that might lead to their revision:
first, determine from theology the values a given institution
ought to serve (theological part);
second, examine critically the legal norms presently
applicable to that institution (canonical part);
third, see how far the norms do or do not support the
theological values (critical part);
fourth, propose norms that would be in full harmony with
the values as established by the theological inquiry (creative part).
This method is not far from an outline of the present work of the
Episcopal Church’s Task Force on Disciplinary Policy and Procedure, at the
invitation of which Dr. Cooper-White’s paper was written. Her paper
focuses primarily on the first of Örsy’s four parts, determining as the
theological object of the canons the creation of “a community in which
every member is supported in living a life grounded in desire for God, and
the joy of being in harmony with the original goodness of God’s
creation.” If that is the object of the Episcopal Church’s disciplinary
canons, and if all the church’s members, ordained and lay, are bound to
uphold one another in this seamless circle of Christian duty and
accountability, then the values which church ought to serve in the
context of ecclesiastical discipline are the pastoral values of repentance,
amendment of life, restitution, forgiveness and reconciliation.
As has already been noted, the legal norms which are applicable to
ecclesiastical discipline in the Episcopal Church (Title IV and Title I.17.6) are
patterned after and serve the Article XXVI concepts of calling to
account, investigation, fair process and consequences. Particularly with
regard to Title IV, it is difficult to see how its provisions serve the values
of repentance, amendment of life, restitution, forgiveness and
reconciliation. The church knows that Title IV does not adequately
promote pastoral values. Many attempts have been made to inject pastoral
values into the practical working of Title IV through the adoption of
local diocesan policies and procedures that are theologically rooted
and pastorally sensitive. While the purpose of Title IV is nowhere in it
specifically stated, its purpose is in fact to promote order and due
process. Diocesan policies and procedures, however, often go beyond the
purpose of Title IV and recognize the needs for pastoral care for victims
and offenders, healing for congregations, education about boundaries
in relationships and prevention of misconduct and exploitation. Very
significantly, adoption of diocesan policies and procedures has recently
been motivated by the church’s hearing the voices of the exploited and
the vulnerable. In this small way, the church, in some quarters, has in fact

taken the first steps toward a preferential option for the vulnerable.
Although diocesan policies and procedures typically do not expressly
state the pastoral values of repentance, amendment of life, restitution,
forgiveness and reconciliation which are set forth in the disciplinary
rubrics and the Exhortation, they do gravitate toward them. Title IV
does not.
D. The Creative Part
Thus in its consideration of canon revision the church arrives at
Örsy’s “creative part,” the task of proposing canons which are in full
harmony with the values which the church ought to serve. Örsy
proposes fifteen maxims of canon law as guides to its interpretation;
these maxims can just as readily be applied to the revision of canon law as
well. While all fifteen could be applied to the present discussion, it will
suffice to conclude with consideration of two:

As the mission of the church is to be light to the nations, so
the laws of the church should show forth the wisdom of the
church to all peoples.
Canon law is there to uphold Christian values.
Some in the church are still surprised to learn that Title IV is
modeled on the Uniform Code of Military Justice. The values promoted by
that code are good order and discipline. Good order and discipline in
the church is one thing, and in the military quite another. Whether the
military code can be suitably adapted to promote repentance, amendment
of life, restitution, forgiveness and reconciliation probably no longer
needs debate. Instead, what requires debate is how the church can let its
wisdom shine in the arena of canon law, unfettered by the conventions
of secular law, as familiar and comfortable as those conventions may be.
The Article XXVI concepts of calling to account, investigation, fair
process and consequences that Title IV serves are not, in and of
themselves, Christian values. They are secular legal values. Twenty-first
century American Christians understand secular law very well. It is
pervasive, breathed in and out every day in a codified culture where law
is not so much in service to values as it is itself the value. Perhaps the
surest way to guarantee failure in the implementation (or enactment)of
disciplinary canons is to approach the canons in the same manner as
secular law. Canons that are patterned on “disciplinary models used by
physicians, professors, lawyers and other professionals” may look and feel
more palatable than Title IV, but they will be no less rooted in secular
legal values. As Örsy notes, the church is not a community of law, as law
is understood in secular society, but a community of love. The Christian
values of repentance, amendment of life, restitution, forgiveness and
reconciliation are counter-cultural values. Thus it should not be
surprising that disciplinary canons which uphold these values may well
be vastly different from Title IV, something that looks unfamiliar and
uncomfortable, something that is as counter-cultural as the gospel
itself.

